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ABSTRACT 
We present a decision-theoretic approach for guiding turn taking 
in a spoken dialog system operating in multiparty settings. The 
proposed methodology couples inferences about multiparty con-
versational dynamics with assessed costs of different outcomes, to 
guide turn-taking decisions. Beyond considering uncertainties 
about outcomes arising from evidential reasoning about the state 
of a conversation, we endow the system with awareness and me-
thods for handling uncertainties stemming from computational 
delays in its own perception and production. We illustrate via 
sample cases how the proposed approach makes decisions, and we 
investigate the behaviors of the proposed methods via a retrospec-
tive analysis on logs collected in a multiparty interaction study.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine System – Human 
Information Processing; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and 
Presentation] User Interfaces – Natural Language; 

General Terms 
Algorithms; Human Factors 

Keywords 
Multiparty turn taking; decision-theoretic approach; multiparty 
interaction; floor management; gaze; speech; spoken dialog; si-
tuated interaction; multimodal systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The naturalness and usability of spoken dialog systems depends 
critically on the control of the fine structure of the timing of turns. 
Challenges in this realm include unexpected, long pauses after the 
completion of an utterance by a user, barge-ins by a system before 
a user has completed speaking, and floor conflicts resulting from 
confusion about turns. To date, most research on controlling turn 
taking has been undertaken in dyadic settings. Here, we consider 
the problem of turn taking in multiparty settings, where a spoken 
dialog system engages several people in a joint conversation.  

In multiparty interactions, beyond challenges with the detection of 
the end of the utterances of speakers, a system also must reason 
about the source and target of utterances, and, more generally, the 
state and dynamics of the floor. At any point, one participant may 
speak to another or to the system, or wait for a response from 
another participant or the system, or even openly reflect about 
one’s own thoughts or plans before generating a contribution or 
while waiting for someone else to contribute. Given the multiparty 
and mixed-initiative nature of this process, a dialog system cannot 
assume that it can take the floor upon the detected end of another 
participant’s turn, even if perfect end-of-turn predictions were 
available. Effective turn taking in multiparty dialog hinges on 
making accurate inferences about the multiparty conversational 
dynamics from streams of perceptual data, and on reasoning under 
uncertainty about various possible outcomes, their utilities, and 
tradeoffs between acting and waiting for additional information. 
In addition, given the time-critical nature of turn-taking decisions, 
a system should also take into account uncertainties arising from 
delays in its own perception and rendering pipelines.  

We present a decision-theoretic approach for guiding turn taking 
in a spoken dialog system in multiparty settings. Our goal is to 
highlight opportunities and directions with moving from heuristics 
for turn taking to the use of principled decision policies guided by 
the computation of the expected utilities of different actions. We 
focus on decisions by a system to take the floor at different times 
after detecting the end of utterances of other participants in a mul-
tiparty dialog. We show how inferences about the conversational 
dynamics and the system’s processing delays can be coupled with 
the assessed utilities of different outcomes to make floor control 
decisions under uncertainty. We explore the behaviors of the ex-
pected-utility policy and compare these with performance of heu-
ristic procedures used in a previous version of the system. The 
comparative study is based on a retrospective analysis of logs 
captured by a spoken dialog system in multiparty settings.  

We begin by reviewing related work. Then, we discuss a multipar-
ty interaction user study, including lessons learned. Next, we for-
malize the turn-taking problem we shall focus on, and describe the 
approach. We showcase by example how the expected-utility 
methods guide actions, and we report results from a comparative 
analysis of the use of heuristics versus more principled inference 
and decision making. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Researchers in the psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics and conver-
sational analysis communities have investigated various facets of 
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turn taking in human-human interaction. Sacks, Schegloff and 
Jefferson [11] proposed a basic model for the organization of 
turns in conversation, centered on the notions of turn construc-
tional units, separated by transition relevance places which pro-
vide opportunities for speaker changes. Subsequent works have 
brought to the fore the important role played by gaze, gesture, and 
other non-verbal communication channels in regulating turn tak-
ing in interaction. For instance, Duncan [5] highlights the role of 
non-verbal signals in turn taking, and proposes that turn taking is 
mediated via a set of verbal and non-verbal cues. Wiemann and 
Knapp [22] survey a number of previous investigations and per-
form a quantitative analysis of turn-taking cues in dyadic conver-
sations. Goodwin [7] also discusses various aspects of the rela-
tionship between turn taking and attention. 

In contrast, most spoken dialog systems built to date operate in 
dyadic settings, and simply try to alternate turns with the user in a 
“you speak then I speak” manner. In this case, one of the key 
ingredients for making good turn-taking decisions is the ability to 
predict the end of the user’s turns. A number of research efforts 
have addressed this problem. For instance, [1] describes a system 
that uses a semantic parser to classify incoming utterances as clos-
ing or non-closing. Machine learning techniques have also been 
used in conjunction with prosodic, syntactic, semantic, and/or 
higher-level dialog features to make predictions about end of turns 
[6, 12, 15, 18], or to optimize end-pointing thresholds [9].  

Efforts with spoken dialog systems have also been directed to-
wards developing, implementing and testing more comprehensive 
computational models and architectures for managing turn taking, 
in both dyadic [10, 19, 20] and multiparty settings [2, 4, 21]. With 
respect to turn-taking decisions, a number of more principled 
approaches have been proposed. As an example, [16] proposes a 
bidding approach to turn taking and investigates in simulations the 
use of reinforcement learning techniques for choosing appropriate 
turn bids, based on utterance importance. [8] proposes and eva-
luates via simulations a reinforcement learning approach whereby 
a system learns how to take turns online, by using a reward meas-
ure based on gaps and overlaps. 

In more closely related work, [10] presents a turn-taking model 
for dyadic interactions based on a 6-state finite-state machine, and 
articulates a decision-theoretic approach for end-pointing user 
utterances and grabbing the floor. Uncertainties are considered 
about the turn-internal or turn-final nature of each detected pause. 
Under a specific set of cost functions motivated by turn-taking 
principles, the authors compute analytically the time at which the 
cost of waiting exceeds the cost of grabbing the floor and use it to 
perform end-pointing. Experiments in batch and with a live sys-
tem indicate the approach improves the system’s responsiveness. 

3. BACKGROUND 
We begin by outlining the computational model for multiparty 
turn taking that provides the basis for this work, and we review 
lessons learned from a multiparty interaction experiment with an 
initial, heuristic implementation of turn-taking policies [4].  

3.1 Turn-Taking Model 
In a multiparty turn-taking model that we described previously [2, 
3], we consider turn taking as a mixed-initiative, collaborative 
process that emerges from coordinated floor actions produced by 
participants engaged in a conversation. The participant who is 
ratified to speak via this collaborative process is said to have the 
conversational floor. Participants continuously produce one of 
four floor management actions: the participant that currently has 
the floor produces either a hold action, indicating that they con-

tinue to hold the floor, or a release action, indicating that they are 
releasing the floor to someone else. The release action also speci-
fies the set of participants the floor is being released to; an empty 
set allows for self-allocated next speaker selection [11]. Partici-
pants who currently do not have the floor produce either a take 
action, indicating that they want to take the floor, or a null action, 
indicating that they make no floor claims. Under this model, floor 
shifts emerge from the joint actions of the participants in the con-
versation. Specifically, the floor transitions from one participant 
to another when a release action is met with a corresponding take 
action.  

The model subsumes components for sensing the conversational 
dynamics, for making floor control decisions, and for rendering 
these decisions into an appropriate set of coordinated behaviors. 
In short, the sensing component subsumes inference models that 
leverage audio-visual evidence to estimate the current speaker, the 
addressee roles for each participant with respect to the current 
utterance, as well as the floor state, actions and intentions for each 
engaged participant. The decision component uses the estimated 
state information as well as high-level dialog context to select the 
floor management actions to be performed by the system. The 
floor actions are communicated both to the dialog management 
layer, which generates the system’s semantic contributions, and to 
a turn-taking behavioral control component that renders these 
actions into synchronized gaze, gesture and speech [2, 3]. 

3.2 Experiment and Lessons Learned 
We implemented an initial version of the turn-taking model in a 
multimodal interactive dialog system that can play a questions 
game with groups of people [3, 4]. In the game, the system asks 
trivia questions (see Figure 1) and displays the list of possible 
answers on the screen. Users can discuss the question and provide 
answers. After a confirmation, the system provides an explanation 
if the answer is incorrect, and then moves on to the next question. 
We conducted a large-scale user study with this system [3, 4] and 
collected a total of 150 interactions: 90 with groups of two people 
interacting with the system and 60 with groups of three people 
interacting with the system. Sample interactions are available 
online [17].  

The initial implementation of the turn-taking model was based on 
heuristics for sensing, decision making, and behavioral control, 
and is described and evaluated in detail in [3, 4]. On perception 
and inference, the current speaker and set of addressees for the 
current utterance were identified via handcrafted models that used 
sound source localization information from the microphone array 
in conjunction with information from a visual scene analysis (e.g. 
the location and estimated head-pose for each speaker), as well as 
some additional rules (e.g. non-understandings and utterances 
longer than three seconds were assumed to be addressed to oth-
ers). At the end of each utterance, the system assumed that the 
floor was being released to the person or people that the utterance 
was addressed to. While this is not always true, we found it to be a 
good assumption for the questions game.  

Turn-taking decisions were also based on a heuristic policy. When 
the system detected that the floor was being released to it, it gen-
erally took the floor immediately and generated a turn. In a li-
mited number of cases, the system did not generate a verbal con-
tribution, but instead tried to pass the floor to another participant 
via a non-verbal gesture: it turned the avatar’s face towards the 
other participant and lifted the eyebrows [3]. When the system 
detected that the floor was not released to it at the end of an utter-
ance, it waited for a predefined duration (in most cases 3.5 
seconds), before trying to take the floor, giving someone else a 



chance to take the floor. This duration was set to give participants 
a reasonable time for reflection about another participant’s re-
sponse or question. In a limited number of cases, where the sys-
tem tried to quickly regain the floor after having been interrupted 
while posing a question, the waiting duration was set to 0.5 
seconds. The system released the floor at the end of its own utter-
ances, and also when interrupted while asking a question.  

Following the experiment, the addressees of each utterance were 
tagged by a human annotator. This enabled us to assess the accu-
racy of the system’s heuristic inference models. We found an 
overall error rate of 18% on detecting whether an utterance was 
addressed to the system or not, and therefore on identifying floor 
releases to the system, as described earlier. 

For 9% of utterances, the system incorrectly inferred that the 
floor was being released to it. In the majority of these cases, the 
system took the floor and immediately issued a verbal contribu-
tion. As the floor was in fact not released to the system, this action 
often (42%) led to significant turn-taking problems, manifested as 
floor transition battles marked by turn-initial overlaps: a partici-
pant started talking at around the same time as the system did, and 
an undesirable overlap was created. The data shows that such 
turn-initial overlaps also occurred (albeit in lower proportion, 
10%) when the system produced a verbal contribution after cor-
rectly identifying that the floor was being released to it. We be-
lieve these turn-initial overlaps are explained in part by the sys-
tem’s response delay. Due to technological limitations in the input 
(~700ms) and output (~150ms) processing pipelines the system’s 
response arrives after a delay. This delay can be taken as a cue 
that the system does not intend to take the floor, provoking other 
participants to take initiative. Turn-initial overlaps are also caused 
by the mixed-initiative nature of turn taking, with participants 
vying for the floor and inserting their own contributions imme-
diately after an answer directed to the system. 

On another 9% of utterances, the system failed to detect that the 
floor was being released to it. In these cases the system waited for 
a specified duration (in most cases 3.5 seconds), after which, if no 
one generated another contribution, the system took the floor. In 
these cases the system can appear unresponsive and the partici-
pants often re-take the initiative prior to the system’s timeout.  

4. DECISION-THEORETIC APPROACH 
The decision-theoretic approach we describe below provides a 
more principled solution for making turn-taking decisions and for 
dealing with some of the issues highlighted above. The approach 
allows the system to continuously deliberate about key uncertain-
ties in the world and in its own processing delays, and resolve 
tradeoffs between waiting and taking the floor. It helps reduce the 
number of floor battles, and minimize gaps in the conversation.  

We focus on the situation where the system does not have the 
floor and has to decide whether it should attempt to take the floor, 
or simply wait. We restrict the search to the subspace of turn-
taking policies where: (1) the system may take the floor only if no 
one else is speaking, e.g. the system never interrupts a speaking 
participant, and (2) the system always takes the floor once a si-
lence longer than a specified duration ( ) is observed. While 
we limit our focus to making take versus wait decisions, we be-
lieve similar methods can be applied to make decisions over richer 
sets of turn-taking strategies. 

As delays with computational processing can influence time-
critical turn-taking decisions, we need to build explicit machinery 
that takes them into account. We assume a stochastic input 
processing delay ( ) between the moment an utterance starts (or 
ends) and the moment that this event is detected by the system. 
Such processing delays are common with voice activity detectors, 
as they employ an audio buffer (and sometimes run a phone-loop 
or even leverage grammar) to segment spoken signals. Speech 
recognition may introduce additional delays. Similarly, we as-
sume a stochastic output delay ( ) between the moment the 
system decides to speak and the moment speech is actually pro-
duced. We assume these delays can be observed retroactively by 
the system and can be probabilistically modeled from data.  

4.1 Decision-Theoretic Representation 
We consider that an instance of a decision problem is generated 
each time the endpoint of a participant’s utterance is detected and 
the system does not already have the floor. We denote this mo-
ment by , the time of origin for our analysis, i.e. 0. 
Given delays in the input processing pipeline, the actual time at 
which the detected speech segment ended can be determined to be 

 (see Figure 2(a)) We use the regular notation  to denote 
the actual time a particular event  happens, and the prime nota-
tion  to denote the time when the system detected that event.  

Starting at , the system faces a sequential decision-making prob-
lem: at each time step between  and , it must 
decide whether to take the floor, i.e. speak, or perform a null ac-
tion, i.e. wait. Note that once the system decides to take the floor 
and does so, the problem instance is completed. A new problem 
instance will be generated after the next detected segment of user 
speech. Similarly, if another participant takes the floor while the 
system is waiting and the system observes the take, the floor tran-
sitions to that participant and the problem instance is again com-
pleted. Due to this special structure of the decision problem, the 
number of possible action sequences (plans) that the system can 
follow is linear rather than exponential in the length of the 

,  time interval. If we discretize this time interval, the 
alternative action sequences to consider have the form: null, null, 
… take. Each action sequence can thus be described as 

, meaning wait until a time  and take the floor at 
that point. We also note that, given output processing delays, the 
system will actually start producing speech at a later time, . 

We can compute the expected cost for each action sequence. In-
itially, at , we compute the optimal time for the system to take 
the floor as:  

argmin
,

| ,  

where |  is the probability of the final outcome  of the 
system’s plan, conditioned on the evidence we have collected so 
far up to , denoted by ; we shall discuss the set of possible 
outcomes  shortly. If the cost-minimizing time is , the 

Figure 1. Questions game with two participants. 



system will perform a floor take right away, at . If the cost-
minimizing time is , then the system waits at . By the 
next time tick, , additional evidence has accumulated: the new 
evidence set is  and the system can re-compute the optimal 
point for taking the floor. Generally, if we have arrived by succes-
sive null actions, i.e. by waiting, to the current moment  (see 
Figure 2), we estimate the optimal point for taking the floor as: 

argmin , | ,  

The proposed approach rests on two ingredients: a cost function, 
and a probabilistic model for tracking uncertainties in the world. 
The cost of the system’s plan to  depends ultimately 
on the final outcome of that plan, and on the conversational con-
text. Depending on whether and when another participant starts 
speaking, three types of outcomes may stem from the system’s 
decision to take the floor at some future time: the floor might 
transition to the system, the floor might transition to another par-
ticipant, or a floor transition battle might arise. To define these 
outcome types more precisely, we denote by  the next moment 
at which a participant will start speaking again. Let  ( ) 
denote the moment when the system detects this event. Finally, 
recall that the system starts speaking at time . The three 
potential outcome types can then be defined as follows:  

1. FloorTransitionToSystem:  (Fig. 2.b) 
The floor successfully transitions to the system if the system 
takes the floor and no one else claims the floor for up to 
some time  after the system started speaking, i.e. 

, i.e. no turn initial overlap occurs.  
2. FloorTransitionToOther: , (Fig. 2.c) 

The floor transitions to another participant if that participant 
starts speaking and the system detects that event before it 
starts its own attempt to take the floor, i.e. . In this 
case, the system abandons its own plan to take the floor at . 

3. FloorTransitionBattle:  , (Fig. 2.d)  
A floor transition battle occurs if another participant starts 
talking around the same time as the system does, i.e. a turn-
initial overlap occurs. First, the system must not have de-
tected that the participant has started talking at the time it 
started its own take action, i.e.  (otherwise the system 
would have let the floor transition to the participant). Second, 
the participant must have started talking no later than some  
after the system started talking, i.e.  (otherwise 
the floor would have transitioned to the system).  

The possible outcomes depend on the relationships among 
, , , . The cost of each outcome is also influenced by addi-

tional context. An important factor is the floor action produced by 
the floor holder at the end of the previous utterance: the cost of a 
system take will be different depending on whether the floor was 
released to the system or not. We model release actions via a bi-
nary variable . The magnitude of the timings involved in the 
floor transition also plays an important role. For instance, if the 
floor was released to the system, we expect that the cost increases 
with the amount of time the system waits until it takes the floor.  

Having identified , , , ,  as the key world state variables 
that condition the possible outcomes and cost, we model uncer-
tainty over these variables and compute the expected cost for the 
system’s plan. Given the evidence  accumulated up to , the 
system’s plan to  will therefore lead to an outcome 

, , , ,  with probability  (capital letters denote 
random variables and lowercase letters denote known quantities): 

, , , | ,  

Given a set of reasonable independence assumptions that we re-
view below, we can factor  as follows: 

 , | | , |  [1] 

The first factor in the equation above, , represents uncertainty 
over the conversational dynamics in the world, including, in this 
case, the floor release action and the next moment a contribution 
will arrive from one of the participants. The second and third fac-
tors,  and , further integrate the uncertainty about the sys-
tem’s input and output processing delays. We have made the as-
sumptions that (1) given ,  and  are independent of the 
time  the system plans to take the floor, (2)  depends only on 

 (and not ), and (3)  depends only on . Below, we discuss 
each component factor from Equation 1 in more detail. 

4.2 Modeling Conversational Dynamics 
 represents the joint distribution over the floor release action 
 and the moment  when the next contribution will arrive 

from other participants, given the evidence  accumulated up to 
time . We can factor  as follows: 

, | |  · | ,  

The first factor, | , represents the uncertainty over the 
floor release action. This model can be trained from labeled data, 
for instance using discriminative learning techniques. The second 
factor, | , , models when the next contribution will 
arrive from one of the participants given the last floor action and 
additional evidence. We note that, since time  was reached 
without yet detecting that someone is speaking, the evidence  
includes the time constraints that , that , as well as 
additional evidence , e.g. audio-visual information, dialog con-
text, etc. In this work we assume that given the floor release ac-
tion ,  only depends on the time constraints above, and is 
independent of the additional evidence , i.e.: 
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Figure 2. Illustrations of system plan to take the floor at time 
 (a), and three possible outcomes (b,c,d). 



| , | , ,  

If  is a random variable that captures the input processing delay 
( ), this term can be computed by marginalizing over 
the delay, as follows: 

| , , | , ,  

The term inside the sum can then be computed with Bayes’ rule:  

, | , ,
1 · 1 · | ·  

where  models the input processing delay and |  
models the prediction of when the next contribution will arrive 
from one of the participants, given the last floor release action. 
The other two terms integrate the time constraints. 

The factorization described above is one approach to constructing 
a model of the conversational dynamics . Other alternatives 
can be envisioned. For instance, we are interested in directly 
learning the joint , |  from data, using structured dis-
criminative learning techniques.  

4.3 Modeling System Delays 
To model the system’s input processing delay | , , we 
note that given ,  depends on  only via the additional time 
constraint on : 

| , | ,  

Given that , we can write: 

| , |  

which yields via applying Bayesian reformulation: 

| , 1 ·  

In effect,  can be directly computed from . 

The system output processing delay is captured via the distribu-
tion | . If  is a random variable that captures the out-
put delay ( ), we have:  

|  

and therefore  can be directly computed from . 

4.4 Modeling Cost 
We now turn our attention to utility of outcomes.  As previously 
discussed, the cost for each outcome depends on several contex-
tual factors including the last floor action, the timings involved, 
etc.  

To further investigate the cost structure, we conducted a small-
scale cost assessment experiment [4]. 9 human annotators were 
asked to review videos of 9 interactions from the user study. Each 
annotator reviewed 3 interactions and each interaction was re-
viewed by 3 annotators. The annotators were asked to identify 
turn-taking errors committed by the system in each interaction and 
to assess the cost of each of these errors on a scale from 0 (“no 
error”) to 5 (“worst error”). The authors aligned each turn-taking 
error identified by the judges with one of the turn-taking decisions 
made by the system and its corresponding outcome.  

Based on this data, we fit two cost models: one for the case where 
the floor was released to the system, and one for the case where it 
was not. The dependent variable in these models is the cost, as 
assessed by the human judges. The independent variables are the 
time elapsed until the transition occurs and the transition type. We 
assumed a sigmoid parameterization for extrapolating the assess-
ments to time points of outcomes that were unavailable for as-
sessment. The resulting fitted models, together with the points 
based on which they were constructed, are displayed in Figure 3.  

In general, the fitted cost functions align with our intuitions about 
costs in turn taking. For the case when the floor was released to 
the system, cost increases with time, and a transition to other is 
more costly than a transition to the system (it was the system’s 
responsibility to take the floor). There is no significant difference 
in the fitted functions between a transition to other and a floor 
battle; we found this result somewhat counterintuitive, as we had 
assumed floor conflicts would generally add to the cost. When the 
floor was not released to the system, the cost is zero if another 
participant takes the floor, regardless of the timing. If the system 
takes the floor right away with no turn-initial overlap, the cost is 
positive. If however no one else talks and the system takes the 
floor successfully after a delay the cost drops towards zero as the 
delay increases, which aligns with the intuition that it would be 
okay for the system to take the floor if no one else takes it after a 
while. Finally, floor transition battles are more severe in this case, 
especially if they happen right away; the floor was not released to 
the system and a system intervention that leads to an overlap is 
penalized significantly. 

We note that this analysis suffers to some degree from biases and 
sparsity in the data. For instance, due to the system’s runtime 
heuristic policy, floor transitions to the system and floor battles 
tend to happen either immediately after the detected end of an 
utterance or about 3.5 seconds later. Transitions at points in be-
tween, which would help to better estimate the influence of time 
on cost, are not available and therefore the fitted models general-
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ize from the available points and the sigmoid assumption. While 
we believe that this assumption is a reasonable first approximation 
(the costs are bound in the 0-5 interval and we assume monotonic-
ity in the effect of time elapsed), data collected under a more ex-
ploratory policy would allow for fitting more accurate nonparame-
tric models that make less assumptions about the overall structure 
of the cost function and effect of various outcomes.  

We use the cost functions assessed above in the preliminary mod-
el assessment described in the next section. We note that the deci-
sion-theoretic approach can use any cost functions, either assessed 
through experimentation, or asserted by system engineers.  

5. MODEL ASSESSMENT 
We now illustrate with specific examples how the proposed model 
makes turn-taking decisions, and we investigate its behaviors 
based on a retrospective analysis of logs.  

In the assessments described below, we assume =3.5s. In 
addition, we used =0.3s, based on an analysis reported in [4]. 
The dataset was split into a train set containing 76 interactions and 
a test set containing 67 interactions. The distributions described 
below were learned or estimated from the training set, and the 
assessments were conducted on the test set. 

We discretized the time axis into 100 millisecond intervals and 
modeled time as a multinomial variable over these intervals, with 
one last bin capturing times greater than . , , 
and |  were therefore modeled as multinomial distribu-
tions and estimated from data. The latter distribution was esti-
mated from cases where the system inferred that the floor was not 
released to it and decided to wait for 3.5 seconds or longer.  

The model for inferring floor actions, | , was approx-
imated by | , i.e. no incremental inference was performed 
for floor actions. This model was learned as a maximum entropy 
model from labeled data, based on a large set of multimodal fea-
tures, including: acoustic features, e.g. average energy in the sig-
nal; sound source localization features, e.g. direction of the mi-
crophone array beam and its relative position to the actors; spatial 
features, e.g. location of actors; visual focus of attention features, 
e.g. for each actor a face detector reports whether a face is frontal, 
slightly turned left or right, or completely turned left or right; 
understanding features, e.g. whether the last utterance was a non-

understanding, the confidence score, number of decoding alter-
nates, etc.; turn-taking features, e.g. duration of current utterance, 
time since previous utterance, overlap with the system, etc.; di-
alog features, e.g. descriptors of the current dialog state. To ac-
count for structure in the temporally streaming signals (e.g. ener-
gy, beam location, visual focus-of-attention, etc.), we constructed 
features by computing relevant statistics of these streams in vari-
ous windows relative to the current utterance. The trained model 
improves the accuracy of the floor action inferences significantly, 
attaining on test non-overlap utterances a classification error rate 
of 13% versus 20% error for the heuristic previously used by the 
system (described in Section 3.2.) 

The first example we discuss, displayed in Figure 4, illustrates an 
instance from our collected data where the system made a poor 
decision to take the floor and entered into a floor battle. The sys-
tem detected the end of a participant’s utterance at time =0s (the 
actual end of the utterance was at =-0.7s), and incorrectly in-
ferred that the floor was being released to it. Based on its heuristic 
policy, the system took the floor and started speaking. However 
the participant’s utterance was immediately followed by another 
utterance, which in fact begins at =-0.3s, but is actually not 
detected by the system until =0.6s. The system therefore over-
laps with the participant, inadvertently creating a floor conflict. 
The estimated cost for this outcome is 1.78. 

The decision-theoretic policy would have avoided this conflict. 
The new floor action inference model is less confident that the 
floor was actually released to the system, i.e. | =0.6. At 
time , the system computes the expected cost for the plans to 
take the floor at different time-points in the future, shown in Fig-
ure 4(a). Figure 4 also shows the inferred probability that a partic-
ipant starts speaking at a time , i.e. | , and the proba-
bility of different outcome types if the system follows the plan to 
take the floor at a given time . Since the time that minimizes the 
expected cost is =1.2s, the system chooses to wait. After 100ms, 
at the next time tick, the system re-assesses the expected cost, but 
the minimizing cost is again found at 1.2s. On subsequent reas-
sessments the optimal time shifts to =1.5s, and the system keeps 
waiting, up until that time. The decision-theoretic system would 
have been able to detect the next utterance at =0.6, and would 
have avoided the floor conflict. The estimated cost would have 
been 0.04 (versus 1.78 incurred by the runtime model). 

 

Figure 4. Decision-theoretic model avoiding floor conflict. (a) Expected cost for plan to , (b) probability distribution 
over time that the user will speak, and (c) inferred outcome-type probabilities for plan to .
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Figure 5. Decision-theoretic model avoiding undesirable gap. 
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Table 1. Cost assessment for various decision models. 

Model Cost 
Floor Release Inference Policy  
Heuristic Heuristic 0.43 
Learned Heuristic  0.29 
Learned Decision-theoretic  0.21 
 

The second example, shown in Figure 5, corresponds to a case 
where the floor was released to the system. At runtime the system 
inferred incorrectly that the floor was not released to it, and, ac-
cording to its heuristic policy, decided to wait for 3.5 seconds 
prior to taking the floor. In this case, a participant intervened at 

=2.2s, and the beginning of that utterance was detected by the 
system at =2.7s. The floor transitioned to the participant and the 
estimated cost for this outcome is 1.09.  

With the new model, this situation could have also been averted. 
The learned predictive model infers that the probability that the 
floor was released to the system is | =0.76. The expected 
cost computation at time  indicates that the optimal time to take 
the floor would be at =0.8s. Hence the system would wait in-
itially. As time goes by, the system re-computes the expected cost 
at each tick. For instance, consider the inferences at time =0.8s 
as illustrated in Figure 5(b). At this point, the optimal time to take 
the floor has shifted in light of new evidence, and the expected 
cost computation indicates that the system should wait even long-
er, up until =1.1s. Note that, because of time constraints (e.g. we 
haven’t yet detected any participants’ speech up to =0.8s, i.e. 

>0.8s), the probability distribution over when a participant is 
expected to start speaking | , has shifted accordingly. 
Once time =1.5s is reached, the expected cost computation indi-
cates that this is now the optimal time to take the floor, i.e. 

1.5s, and the system does so. Under the new model the 
outcome would have been a transition to the system, with an esti-
mated cost of 0.22 (versus 1.09 incurred by the runtime model). 

The two illustrated cases highlight the abilities of the decision-
theoretic model to integrate over inferred uncertainties to identify 
actions that minimize turn-initial overlaps and undesirable gaps in 
the conversation. Moving from our focus on methods to a com-
prehensive evaluation of the decision-theoretic variant of the sys-
tem requires a second user study. While such an experiment re-
mains for future work, we present a preliminary assessment for 
the proposed approach by investigating how some of the system’s 
turn-taking decisions would have changed if the new model was 
used. As in the examples discussed above, we can revisit portions 

of the data observed at runtime and explore how the revised deci-
sions compare to actions taken with the prior heuristic policy. 

We cannot re-run in batch all situations observed in the original 
study as turn taking is an interactive process and outcomes hinge 
on user responses. However, sets of states are available for re-
visitation in a comparative analysis. Recall that three possible 
outcomes resulted from the system’s floor decisions in the user 
study: transitions to others, transition battles, and transitions to the 
system. Because we know when the user intervened, in the first 
two situations we can actually revisit the data and assess what 
would have happened had the system been using the new policy. If 
the new policy leads the system to wait until after the point where 
the participant spoke at runtime, the new outcome would be a 
transition to other, and we can assess its cost. Similarly if the new 
policy decides to take the floor before the user did, we can also 
assess the new outcome—which will be either a transition to the 
system or a floor transition battle. In contrast, when the floor 
transitioned to the system during the user study (see Figure 2(b)), 
we can re-evaluate the situation only if the decision-theoretic 
model decides to take the floor at an earlier time than the original 
system did. If the new model decides to wait longer, we cannot 
know whether or not another participant would have intervened. 
Thus, in this comparative analysis, we focus only on the portion 
of the test set where we can fully assess the new policy, i.e. cases 
where in the collected data we had a transition to other, or a tran-
sition battle. We additionally remove cases where the run-time 
system employed special turn-taking strategies (one for rapidly re-
acquiring the floor when the system was interrupted during the 
posing of a question, and the other where a non-verbal gesture 
was used to prompt for a response [3, 4]). The cases used in the 
assessment below account for 33% of all of the study data. 

Running the heuristic policy that had been originally used on 
these cases instructs the system to take the floor immediately 
when the floor is released to it, or otherwise wait 3.5 seconds 
before trying to take the floor, giving someone else a chance to 
take it. As shown in Table 1, the mean cost associated with this 
heuristic policy is 0.43. In contrast, the decision-theoretic ap-
proach leads to outcomes with a mean cost of 0.21. An investiga-
tion of outcome details revealed that the largest reductions in cost 
were attained by avoiding turn-initial overlaps (i.e. avoiding floor 
conflicts), and reducing response time following floor releases to 
the system. The situations are represented by the cases discussed 
earlier and displayed in Figures 4 and 5. Although these findings 
are encouraging, we note that they address performance only on a 
specific subset of data as drawn from the prior user study. A com-
prehensive evaluation requires analysis of the performance of the 
revised system in a new user study. 

As previously discussed, the decision-theoretic approach uses a 
learned model for predicting floor release actions |  that 
performs better than the original heuristic that had been used for 
inference. We also assessed the gains that can be attained by sole-
ly switching to this more accurate inference model, while keeping 
the same heuristic policy for actions: take the floor immediately if 
the floor is released to system or otherwise wait 3.5 seconds giv-



ing someone else a chance to take the floor. The resulting cost, 
shown in the third line of Table 1, is 0.29. This represents a signif-
icant reduction from the baseline, confirming the importance of 
accurate inferences. At the same time, the result is worse than 
when using the learned model together with the decision-theoretic 
policy for identifying ideal actions, which highlights the impor-
tance of reasoning about uncertainty, timings, and taking actions 
that minimize the expected costs of outcomes.   

6. CONCLUSION 
We presented a decision-theoretic approach for managing turn-
taking actions in multiparty settings. The proposed methodology 
endows a dialog system with the ability to reason continuously 
about uncertainties in multiparty conversational dynamics, and 
about its own processing delays for perception and rendering. The 
model couples these uncertainties with assessments of potential 
outcomes and takes actions that minimize expected cost. While 
we focused on floor take versus wait decisions, similar machinery 
for inference and action can be harnessed for making decisions 
about when to release the floor.  

Our main goal was to lay out key concepts with the time-
dependent guidance of turn-taking actions in multiparty settings 
via computations of expected utility. As part of this effort, we 
have investigated the behavior of the proposed approach via a 
retrospective analysis of logs collected in a prior study. While 
new user studies are required for a comprehensive evaluation of 
the value of the approach, our preliminary comparative analysis 
highlights how the decision-theoretic methods can minimize turn-
initial overlaps and reduce unnecessary gaps in the conversation. 

We are interested in several directions for refining the perfor-
mance of turn taking in multiparty settings. We believe that turn-
taking decisions will benefit from further enhancements in the 
accuracy of inferences. As one direction in this realm, we are 
exploring the discriminative training of models for jointly and 
incrementally inferring the last floor action and start time of the 
next utterance as new evidence streams in. Inferential competen-
cies can also be enhanced by developing means for better identify-
ing the intentions and semantics associated with utterances. We 
are also interested in opportunities for extending the set of floor 
control actions available to a system. For example, we can add 
graded floor management strategies, such as a softer version of a 
floor take, where the system starts a contribution with a filler, e.g. 
“So… [pause] What do you think?”, constructing an opportunity 
to more gracefully back out of a potential floor conflict right after 
“So…”. We believe that taking a principled approach to turn tak-
ing in multiparty dialog systems will lead to more natural and 
flexible systems, with the ability to respond effectively to a wide 
range of dialog situations.  
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